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Quona Capital and B Capital Group,

Lightspeed India and Sequoia Capital India
USD 20 M SERIES A

Ula is an Indonesia-focused marketplace app

that uses technology to modernize distribution

and credit in traditional retail. Its B2B

marketplace provides small retailers competitive

pricing.

STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD 25 M - Tilden Park Capital Management

MPOWER Financing is a Public Benefit

Corporation whose stated mission is to reduce

the financial barriers to international education.

It offers loans to students for higher education. 

Makers Hive is focused on assistive-tech industry,

especially prosthetics, to help differently-abled

people. It has developed a mobile app-enabled

bionic hand – KalArm, which is a 3D-printed, EMG

sensors embedded lightweight device.

USD 9 M - Starfish Growth Partners and Investpad 

LottieFiles is a micro animation design company

that features a mobile-based platform that

enables designers to share, test, and iterate

micro animations. 

USD 9 M SERIES A Microsoft's M12 venture fund, 500 Startups



Phable operates by creating an ecosystem of

patients and doctors. Doctors can leverage the

platform’s solution for monitoring patients

continuously through a range of medical IoT

devices and provide real-time guidance and

interventions. 
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IvyCap Ventures, Hyperplane Venture Capital

and a few angel investors

Elucidata Corporation uses data analytics to

transform decision-making processes in R&D labs

in biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies.

USD 5 M PRE SERIES A

STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD 6 M
Manipal Health Enterprises and US-based

accelerator SOSV
SERIES A 

USD 6 M

Reckitt Benckiser, Rajesh Sud from Bharti

Enterprises; Anjali Bansal, Founder of Avaana

Capital; and Kuldeep Jain, Managing Director

of CleanMax Energy

Bombay Shaving Company is a consumer goods

company that focuses on developing a range of

shave care, beard care, and skincare products. 

USD 4 M
Matrix Partners India, RTP Global, Incubate

Fund and India Quotient

Saveo is Amazon+ShopX for pharmacies in B2B

space. It's a managed marketplace bringing

primary & secondary medicine market together,

offering faster delivery, cheaper procurement &

better technology to pharmacies.

-

SEED ROUND
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USD 3 M

Inspire Co-Spaces helps Small businesses,

startups, freelancers for conducting interviews

and business meetings, organizing events, and

workshops.

USD 4 M SEED ROUND

USD 3 M

Ashish Chandna

SERIES A 

Headfone is a social audio podcast platform to

record, listen, and share audio content in English

and Hindi. It allows listeners to listen to podcasts

spanning multiple genres such as politics,

finance, news, business, entrepreneurship,

startups, among others.

South Korean-based venture capital firm

Hashed and Seung Yoon Lee, founder of

mobile serial fiction app Radish Fiction backed

by SoftBank Ventures Asia

Venwise is an online community for entrepreneurs

and senior management executives to connect

with their peers across the globe. It also has a

feature of creating pods that contain 8-12

members who can meet on a monthly basis to

discuss business-related issues.

Accel, Nexus Venture Partners, Titan Capital,

Five9’s Anand Chandrasekaran, Rajendra S

Mehta (ex-Reliance)

USD 2 M SEED ROUND
Zerodha's fund - Rainmatter Capital with

participation from Better Capital

- 

GrowFix offers high net-worth individuals and

retail investors, asset-backed fixed income

products that offer higher returns than fixed

deposits.
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Ruptok fintech Pvt. Ltd. is an online gold loan

service provider with an attractive interest rate. It

has been working towards offering logistics and

technological solutions for gold loans to financial

institutes at their doorstep in Delhi NCR. 

USD 1.4 M SEED ROUND Wurk, a Canadian investment firm

VistaRooms is a marketplace of branded budget

hotels with standardized stay experience. Rooms

are not owned by Vista Rooms. Instead, the

company has tied up with hotels in 50+ cities.

USD 1.36 M -
DSG Consumer Partners, CA Holdings, Artha

India Ventures and Anand Ladsariya

Junio is an expense management platform for

children. It features Smart cards for financial

literacy solutions for children. It provides tools for

tracking pocket money, expenses, saving funds

for emergencies, avail additional bonus for

savings.

USD 1 M SEED FUND

Kunal Shah of CRED, Ashneer Grover of Bharat

Pe, Yashish Dahiya of PolicyBazaar, Pravin

Jadhav of First Cheque, Deepak Abbot of

IndiaGold, and Amit Lakhotia, of Park+

Sova Health is a precision nutrition platform that

simplifies healthy living through personalized

nutrition based on accurate blood biomarker

analysis.

USD 0.35 M -
CIIE.CO, an incubator established by IIM-

Ahmedabad, Practical VC, LetsVenture, and

angel investors
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Titan Capital, founders of Beardo and

Mamaearth
SEED ROUND

Zouk is a PETA-approved vegan brand with a

varied set of products including laptop bags,

office bags, backpacks, handbags, sling bags,

tote bags, chain wallets, mini wallets, eyewear

cases, travel pouches, and scarves.

SeeVC leverages artificial intelligence (AI) to

build products for the education sector. It has

already deployed cognitive and emotional AI to

track emotions and students online to provide

offline-like engagement in an online environment.

USD 0.1 M Jimmy Singh — a Sweden-based angel investorSEED ROUND

Shell Foundation, in partnership with electric

vehicle operator SmartE
-

Kiko is India's first influencer-led video and live

eCommerce app with an AI-based assisted

shopping experience.

US venture capital fund SOSVPRE SERIES A Undisclosed

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

RevFin is a financial technology company. The

advanced digital lending platform makes getting

a loan convenient and accessible for the

customers. 


